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List of AutoCAD versions Version Description 2011 - Current Release Newest release. Last
version with a 22 bit address. Minimum recommended installation version is AutoCAD 2011.
Version History Appearing in AutoCAD 2010, AutoCAD is Autodesk's 2D drafting and CAD
application. Originally released in 1992, Autodesk acquired a significant share of AutoCAD
in 1993. AutoCAD currently competes with the industry leader AutoCAD LT which is more
commonly known as AutoCAD Lite. AutoCAD 2010 has a 22 bit address limit that was
introduced in this version. The previous limit was 20 bit addresses. AutoCAD 2011 added
support for the quad core CPU architectures. However, a maximum of 4 physical processor
cores can be allocated to AutoCAD 2011. From AutoCAD 2015 onward, the address limit has
been increased from 22 bits to 32 bits. AutoCAD 2016 introduced support for the 64 bit CPU
architectures. However, a maximum of 4 physical processor cores can be allocated to
AutoCAD 2016. Highlights: 2D Drafting and 3D Modeling The most familiar feature is the
ability to draw objects, lay them out on a flat surface and make changes to them. It also
includes the ability to import and export files, print, plot, export as DXF, print, model in the
cloud. The Model workspace and the Parametric workbench are the two types of user
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interfaces that the user can use to make changes. The workbench gives the user more control
over the drawing object(s) and allows the user to work on multiple objects simultaneously.
The Model workspace is the default for the user. It does not have as much control over the
objects, but allows the user to define styles to make objects look the same in the drawing. 3D
Modeling The 3D Modeling workspace is the workspace for most users. It allows the user to
create, view and edit 3D models. It is able to import and export 3D CAD and 3D
stereolithography (.stl) files. The data stored in the model is always considered to be dynamic.
This means that the data in the model can change after the model is created and viewed.
Design Center The Design Center is a design application that allows the user to view and
organize the models, templates and drawings, which can be imported or
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AutoCAD templates The most popular templates or snippets to get started with AutoCAD are:
'Sketch' - A Sketch template is a Template in AutoCAD. It is a guide for building up a sketch
and a number of Sketch templates are available that cover a wide range of functionality from
basic 2D simple geometry to much more complex geometry. For the Sketch template, the
views are referred to as views but the layers are called sketch layers. A Sketch layer can also
be called a Sketch view. Sketch templates do not use blocks and the typical workflow is for a
Sketch template to build up a simple sketch that can then be exported as DWG or DXF.
Sketch templates can be applied to new drawings, they can be copied to use on other drawings
and their functionality can be shared using other Sketch templates. A Sketch template has
some built-in functionality and is not as easily configured as other template types. Sketch
templates were introduced in AutoCAD 2016. 'Line Text' - A Line Text template is a
Template in AutoCAD. It is a guide for building up a line text and a number of Line Text
templates are available that cover a wide range of functionality from basic 2D simple
geometry to much more complex geometry. Line Text templates can also be called Line Text
views. For the Line Text template, the views are referred to as views but the layers are called
Line Text layers. Line Text templates do use blocks and the typical workflow is for a Line
Text template to build up a simple text box. Line Text templates can be applied to new
drawings, they can be copied to use on other drawings and their functionality can be shared
using other Line Text templates. A Line Text template has some built-in functionality and is
not as easily configured as other template types. Line Text templates were introduced in
AutoCAD 2016. 'Advanced Revisions and Windows' - An Advanced Revision or Windows
template is a Template in AutoCAD. It is a guide for creating a series of revisions, which are
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the unit of history tracking. Each revision is associated with an Autodesk account, and all the
work done with a specific revision is attached to that revision. An Advanced Revision can be
a step through a process, such as a design review, or it can be a series of steps taken as one
activity. An Advanced Revision is typically built up by a template such as Windows. Each
Advanced Revision view is called a window. Windows can be used to create a project such
a1d647c40b
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AutoCAD Crack+ [Updated]
If you have not the keygen, you can purchase it here: If you use a 64 bits OS, the keygen will
be on file location : C:/Users/[USERNAME]/.config/autodesk/autocad/ (or
C:/Users/[USERNAME]/.config/autodesk/autocad-designer/) Here is a video tutorial to
explain the keygen: A status-based violence prevention program in a typical school. School
violence has become a serious public health problem in the United States. School-based
programs designed to prevent or interrupt such violence were developed on the assumption
that the proximal cause of violent school behavior is the negative role modeling that occurs
during the school day. In particular, it was thought that attempts to inculcate nonviolent school
conduct among students would be the best approach to reducing the school-based violence
problem. A quasi-experimental design was used to assess the effects of a preplanned, statusbased violence prevention program. The program involved a detailed examination of a
situation involving self-labeled status-mongering students (a "wannabe," a "don't-fit," and an
"out-of-control" student), and then the use of a five-step prevention model: affective
conditioning, motivation enhancement, reasoning, implementation of consequences, and
follow-up reinforcement. The study was conducted in a typical, urban public school. A total
of 7,371 students from grades 4 to 12 were enrolled in the schools from which the study
population was drawn. The effects of the intervention were assessed in relation to three
dependent variables: the incidence of overt school violence, the incidence of covert school
violence, and the number of students who demonstrated violence at any time during a school
day. Results were statistically significant for both the incidence of overt and covert school
violence. The program was effective in preventing overt and covert school violence.Q: How to
tell if a submit button is being pressed via JavaScript? I have a simple form that contains a
submit button. I need to know if the button is being pressed when the form is submitted. The
PHP handler

What's New In?
Revit integration: Simplify the Revit experience. A new integration of Autodesk Revit to
AutoCAD provides seamless coordination of 3D modeling information and real-world
properties with AutoCAD. The Revit connector enables basic model creation in AutoCAD
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and makes it easy to move and change the views and properties of your 3D models. This
includes objects such as dimensions, tables, materials, styles, palettes, properties, the entire
model, and files. It also provides seamless coordination with your drawings. (video: 1:38 min.)
Part Design. You can add and modify parts to assembly drawings. Parts can be imported as
AutoCAD standards, direct file, or CAD/part object format, and it’s easy to use existing parts
that can be dragged and dropped into the assembly. (video: 1:06 min.) Revit and the Creo
partnership: Autodesk Revit, along with Creo Software, a global provider of 3D printing
software for Architecture, Design and Engineering, is partnering to provide co-design
capabilities in your AutoCAD 3D model. This includes the ability to transfer the 3D model
into Revit and bring in the manufacturing information, and easily export the parts from Revit
to AutoCAD for detailed manufacturing of the parts. This is part of the Autodesk Creo
Academy for Architecture and Design course for AutoCAD users. (video: 2:00 min.)
Drawing/Graphics: Outline-Free: Draw some high-impact, attention-grabbing design with
Outline-Free. Choose from a wide variety of shapes and make your drawing come alive.
(video: 1:29 min.) Shapes: See some of the creative shapes you can use to build a variety of
design projects in the new Shapes. You can easily resize them with a single click or combine
several shapes into an interesting new shape to place on your drawing. (video: 1:30 min.) You
can easily create a variety of shapes in a drawing. (video: 2:45 min.) Toolbars: Get more done
in less time with a new set of toolbars that provide the most commonly used drawing
commands. You can easily access common commands and change your toolbars with a click.
(video: 1:18 min.) Flowcharts: Make a flowchart to help your
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:
OS: Mac OS X 10.9 or later Processor: 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7 or 2.0 GHz or later 64-bit
AMD/Intel processor Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia Quadro graphics card with
CUDA 7.5.0 Memory: 2 GB RAM Storage: 8 GB available space Additional Notes: Requires
Mac OS X 10.9 or later, includes macOS Sierra or macOS High Sierra, and requires a free
trial version of AutoCAD LT (2019 and earlier) or AutoCAD
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